
 Behavioral 
Signals

Physical 
Signals

Mental & Emotional
Signals

CHRONIC
BURNOUT

Nervous ticks (e.g. twitching, shaking
You’ve convinced yourself that how you feel
is normal and have stopped seeking help 
You or your loved ones are noticing an
increased use of alcohol, drugs, food, or
other substances to cope with how you feel

You mentally breakdown or physically
collapse
Blurring vision or difficulty breathing
You have difficulty concentrating,
remembering names/appointments, making
decisions, or notice your mind going blank 
You feel ill quite often
You sweat more than normal and when you
do sweat it seems to come from nowhere
You have increased sensitivity to light or
sound

Depersonalization; You do not feel like
yourself
You feel depressed, lost and completely
exhausted
You can’t remember the last time you felt
happy at work
You notice feeling detached, empty, numb
and/or emotionally disconnected
You enter a psychic wilderness where it’s
hard to see the way out.

BURNOUT

You are conflicted and blame others for
the situation
Your behavior changes which upsets your
loved ones
You withdraw from social life and your
family as well or you feel you have less time
than you would like for them
You begin to withdraw from new
responsibilities, challenges, and people OR
dissatisfied with your performance you take
on even more work though you don’t have
the capacity
When you’re working you find yourself
distracted, bored, or leaving things until the
last minute
Conscious numbing - You start relying on
one or more numbing techniques to defer
discomfort.

You feel tired, drained, or generally out of
energy at work or while thinking about
work
You have trouble relaxing or "shutting off"
during nights, weekends, and/or holidays
You get headaches or migraines regularly
You have unfamiliar stomach issues
You have had significant unintentional
weight loss or gain (more than 5 percent in
a month
Your menstrual cycles have been Irregular
in length or increasingly painful

You deny the problems that are coming up
due to your work stress
You change or re-interpret your values to
prioritize work over other things
You’ve lost the joy in those parts of your
work that you used to like
You’ve lost the optimism you once had
about what you do at work and why you do
it
When you’re at work or thinking about
work you find yourself leaning toward
negative thoughts and/or feelings
You feel like you’re at the end of your rope

CHRONIC
STRESS

You keep working harder and harder to
prove yourself
You find you are quicker to anger or
frustration and have snapped a few times
at others 
Unconscious numbing - you notice more
mindlessly scrolling, eating, binge watching
etc. 
You are overstimulating yourself to power
through challenges (e.g., caffeine, energy
drinks) and then sedating yourself at the
end of the day (e.g., sleeping pills, alcohol)

Even though you are tired you feel restless,
keyed up or on edge
General body pain / muscle tensionFeeling
chronically tired even when you’re not
doing much,
Higher than normal blood pressure
Elevated resting heart rate
You have trouble falling asleep, staying
asleep, or waking up feeling rested

You begin to neglect your own needs more
You feel a strong need to prove yourself at
work
You feel used up at the end of the workday
You feel endlessly behind with work
responsibilities or that your efforts are
futile
The lows at work start to feel more
pronounced than the highs

PERIODIC
STRESS

Specific periods of intensity or events
(planned or unplanned) that are causing
you to have to adapt your daily routine
The circumstances or people associated
with the stress might be sources of irritation
or annoyance 

You experience 1-3 of the above physical
symptoms

You feel worried, sad, confused, or
overwhelmed but don’t feel these feelings
are dominating your experience at work
You may have minor thoughts of
discomfort or a subtle gut feeling that
something’s off. Most likely, you write these
off as “this is life.”

HEALTHY
STRESS

Your focus, motivation and attention have
increased (which is good especially when
the work is mundane)
You are choosing to take on challenges
that are new to you and they are asking for
more stamina and persistence
You have the coping abilities and are
applying them to the stress you’re feeling

Your breathing and heart are accelerated
Pupils might dilateYou body might start to
flood with adrenaline, dopamine, serotonin,
or endorphins
Responding to those hormones, you might
begin to shiver
Hairs may stand on edge

You know period of intensity will only last
for a specific (typically short) period of
time and it will be worth it 
You feel excited, inspired, motivated,
content or in flow
You feel accomplished after this period
because you overcame an obstacle (e.g. a
hard workout)
While you don’t know exactly what the next
steps are, you feel confident
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